Dance Ensemble

The Babson Dance Ensemble has celebrated a wonderful year with its two shows, "Motion Pictures" and highly praised, "This Beat is Hot!". In its three years, the BDE has grown from the vision of its founders; Kristen Prigmore, Joy Sandler and Nicole Matuja, into a reality due to their determination and dedication. Approaching their graduation, the newly elected officers; Debbie Chafin, Ann-Marie Gentile, Nancy Boudreau, Vivan Pacombe, Marieke Connors and Suzanne Rizza demonstrated that the BDE will continue to be a dynamic arts program. This was reinforced when the BDE was co-recipient of "Outstanding Organization of the Year". With nearly 40 coed members, the BDE has celebrated its sixth show, "This Beat is Hot!" with its largest amount of recognition and praise. In addition to the talent of its dancers, the impact of its show was aided by being a participant in Basically Babson Day. The Ensemble has also participated in Multicultural Week and Black History Month. In addition to being one of the two performing arts at Babson, it is a group of individuals who have the ability to display their diversity and talent!